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Abstract
The Internet has experienced exponential growth in the use of the World-Wide
Web, and rapid growth in the use of other Internet services such as USENET
news and electronic mail. These applications qualitatively differ from other network applications in the stresses they impose on busy server systems. Unlike
traditional distributed systems, Internet servers must cope with huge user communities, short interactions, and long network latencies. Such servers require different kinds of operating system features to manage their resources effectively.
This Technical Note is an expanded version of a paper that was inadvertently omitted from the
Proceedings of the Fifth Workshop on Hot Topics in Operating Systems (HotOS-V). The correct
citation for that paper is:
Jeffrey C. Mogul. Operating System Support for Busy Internet Servers. In Proc. HotOS-V,
pp. addendum. Orcas Island, Washington, May, 1995.
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1. Introduction
The uses to which we put computers have evolved over time, starting with simple calculation,
then adding database management, and finally communication. While much of the original
research in computer networking was aimed at promoting wide-area resource sharing, until
recently our networks only supported relatively local resource-sharing (files, databases, printers,
and perhaps CPU cycles). Wide-area networks (WANs) were used mostly for email and remote
terminal access, with only limited successes in other applications.
In 1993, this changed. The phrase ‘‘exponential growth’’ is often misused, but it is accurate
when applied to the World-Wide Web. The Web has succeeded because it makes it easy for
people to share information, the most valuable resource of a technological society (especially
now that storage and CPU cycles are so cheap). With this success and growth has come a number of scaling problems. The networking research community has recognized this for a long
time, and has produced a broad literature addressing the situation, as well as some lively debates
over appropriate solutions.
In contrast, the operating systems research community has largely ignored these particular
scaling issues. We have concentrated instead on scaling in relatively simple distributed systems,
which share traditional hardware resources (cycles, memory, and files) and which mostly run in
local area networks (LANs) of mutually cooperating systems. Those research efforts, such as
AFS [6], that did look at wide-area issues still tended to treat the problem as one of extending the
LAN model.
But Internet services are qualitatively different from distributed systems, and create different
scaling problems. Organizations operating busy Internet Information Server (IIS) systems have
begun to discover this, have run into these scaling problem, and need guidance and solutions
from the operating systems community. In this paper, I cover some of the issues that arise when
one tries to operate a high-volume IIS system, and I will suggest some possible solutions and
areas for further research.
Many of the observations in this paper were inspired by our experience, at Digital’s Palo Alto
research laboratories, in running several large IIS systems. We have been running Digital’s main
Internet gateway for over a decade, starting with email and USENET, then adding a popular FTP
archive, and finally a busy Web server. Most recently, in collaboration with the State of California, we built and operated a Web server to provide timely information about the 1994 statewide elections. This server handled over a million HTTP and Gopher requests in a single 24hour period [12], and taught us a lot about how real-world loads differ from simulated loads.
Figure 1 shows hourly samples of HTTP request rates for this service.

2. Characteristics of popular services
The most popular server-based Internet information services are the World-Wide Web,
electronic mail (SMTP [16]), USENET news (NNTP [8]), and FTP [17] archive services. Many
people expect server-based electronic commerce to become popular in the next few years, but it
is not yet clear what technology will be employed. Each of these protocols has its own characteristics. In this paper, for reasons of space, I will focus on the World-Wide Web, although
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Figure 1: HTTP request rates for election server
many of my comments apply to all of these services. I am not considering continuous media
services (realtime audio and video) because these are qualitatively and quantitatively distinct.
And I am not addressing the problems of ‘‘Internet Service Providers,’’ which provide packetlevel or login-level Internet access.
The Web is composed primarily of servers for the Hypertext Transport Protocol [2] (HTTP)
and for Gopher [1]. These two protocols are qualitatively similar: a client establishes a TCP
connection to a server, sends a request message, receives a response message, and closes the
connection.
The popular Internet information services share several characteristics that distinguish them
from traditional ‘‘distributed systems’’ applications:
• Huge ‘‘user’’ set: A typical distributed application serves just one user, or maybe a
small workgroup; in rare cases, it might serve a large organization with constrained
membership. Internet information services tend to be available to all comers. This
year, that means several million people; in a decade, it may mean hundreds of millions. These users are anonymous, naive, and certainly not trustworthy.
• Short TCP connections: With the exception of NNTP, these protocols create a
new TCP connection for almost every request. This is bad for performance [14, 13],
and should be changed, but for now is a fact of life.
• Long and variable network delays: Many Internet users cannot afford highbandwidth, low-latency connections (or they may be physically far from a server,
thus experiencing speed-of-light delays). The Internet may also experience congestion in places, which causes queueing delays or packet losses. TCP turns packet
losses into increased latency, so the net result is similar.
• Frequent network partitions: Many Internet users connect via temporary dialup
links, or patronize flaky service providers. We have observed frequent transient or
permanent network partitions, as a result.
2
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• No single administrative domain: Unlike a traditional distributed system, which
can be managed by one authority, neither the Internet nor its users are subject to any
specific authority. In particular, this means that there is no common authentication
or protection mechanism, and thus it is essentially impossible to prevent some
people from using a server while allowing others to use it.
• Different penalties for failure: When a distributed system fails or runs slowly,
users complain to the management. When an IIS system fails or runs slowly, users
form bad opinions of the server and stop using it. This both makes it more difficult
to detect problems, and more important to prevent or quickly solve them.
• No scheduled downtime: A workgroup or company can tell its internal users that a
system must be taken offline, for repair, maintenance, or upgrade. It may not be
possible to do this with a server potentially used by millions of anonymous people.
All of these characteristics make it harder to manage an IIS system than a traditional distributed
system, and lead to more extreme scaling issues.
While an IIS system has many of the characteristics of a timesharing system, including a large
user community and many competing activities, it differs in several ways. Timesharing systems
typically run a small set of long-lived processes for each user; IIS systems typically service many
short-duration requests per user. In this respect, IIS systems somewhat resemble transactionprocessing systems, although they do not always require frequent, fast, and synchronized updates
of stable storage.

3. Lack of useful benchmarks
We face a complete lack of guidance in sizing IIS systems. We do not know how servers
respond to heavy loads, in large part because there are no standard, well-designed benchmarks.
For example, how many requests per second can an HTTP server handle? More precisely,
how does the server’s response time vary with increasing load? Following the LADDIS NFS
benchmark [9], we could define a server’s maximum rate as the point where its response time
rises above an arbitrary value (LADDIS uses 50 msec).
We must also clarify what a standard ‘‘request’’ is. LADDIS specifies a mix of various NFS
operations and sizes, meant to reflect a typical load. Such an approach should also work for
HTTP, but the LADDIS group spent months debating the proper mix; for HTTP, we will need to
do extensive trace analysis of popular servers before we can reach a consensus.
Benchmarks such as LADDIS usually assume that clients will submit legal requests; they
measure only ‘‘correct’’ operation. But ‘‘correct’’ operation is not ‘‘normal’’ operation; clients
of Internet information services often make errors. (The 1994 California Election server saw
error rates as high as 20 errors per second.) And since servers often emit extra logging information for erroneous requests, performance in ‘‘normal’’ operation may be much lower than
performance in ‘‘correct’’ operation. We also discovered the hard way that when clients abort
their TCP connections prematurely, this can trigger lurking server bugs that really hurt performance.
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Because Internet clients are often buggy, and have poor mechanisms for reporting problems,
we need to test performance in all sorts of failure scenarios. In real life, if a system has millions
of users, some of them will always be causing trouble.
I also suspect that similar issues will arise in benchmarking mail servers, although here total
message throughput per day is more important than response time. Mail server performance may
depend even more on the distinction between ‘‘correct’’ and ‘‘normal’’ operation. For example,
a server may limit the number of simultaneous outbound connections it is willing to create. As
the number of non-responsive destinations increases, the server’s throughput may drop because
most of its outbound resources are tied up waiting for timeouts. And as the queue of deferred
transmissions grows, the server may spend an increasing portion of its time scanning this queue.
People developing software for IIS systems also need unusual ‘‘micro-benchmark’’ information about the host systems they are using. For example, should a UNIX HTTP server
create a new process (i.e., fork) for each request, or should it try to manage simultaneous requests in one process (using select to avoid blocking I/O)? It may be that this decision has little
effect on execution speed, and should be made on other bases, but it is not easy to discover what
fork costs, or how select performance scales with a large number of file descriptors. Since traditional distributed systems do not create new connections or contexts as often as a busy IIS system, the operating systems features whose performance has been carefully measured and optimized (context-switch time, RPC time, signal-handling time) may not be terribly relevant for
IIS systems.

4. OS behavior under overload
We have no way to control the load offered to an IIS system, because we have no control over
the number of clients, or over their aggressiveness. While TCP flow-controls the data transmitted over an existing connection, it provides no means to control the rate of requests for new
connections, and the popular Internet information services use a new connection for each transaction. All an overloaded server can do is to reject new connection attempts, which results in
disgruntled users.
We want our IIS systems to handle as high a request rate as possible, but when that rate is
exceeded, we do not want them to suffer from congestive collapse or ‘‘livelock.’’ A livelocked
server spends all of its resources on non-productive operations, such as rejecting new connections or aborting partially-completed ones (perhaps because they time out or lack sufficient
memory resources), while failing to process any tasks to completion. In such a case, system
throughput drops to zero. A well-engineered operating system should continue to complete tasks
at or near its maximum throughput, even when the offered load increases without bound, but
getting this right can be tricky [18].
Since a busy server can have many connections in progress (and the TCP specification requires that the server maintain a ‘‘TIME_WAIT’’ connection record for four minutes after the
connection terminates [15]), managing memory resources may be more important than managing
CPU cycles. Each TCP connection, for example, normally commits the system to a minimum
amount of receive buffer space. If the system overcommits its buffer space, then it may have to
discard arriving packets for want of a place to put them. However, it is rather unlikely that all
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active clients will transmit requests at once, and so it may be reasonable to overcommit, risking
the possibility of packet loss in exchange for allowing a larger number of active connections.
The system may also have to aggressively terminate stalled connections, which occupy valuable
buffer space, although this risks dissatisfying clients with slow network connections.

5. OS performance and capacity scaling
Many traditional operating system facilities do not scale well to large numbers of active connections, in part because kernel implementors have been reluctant to use complex data structures
or data compression techniques. If you face benchmarks measuring the performance of just a
few connections, or a few active processes, you are better off using linear searches, rather than
(say) balanced trees, which may not perform as well until they contain hundreds or thousands of
elements.
For example, in TCP implementations derived from 4.2BSD, each connection uses a protocol
control block (PCB). Most such systems use a linear search through a linked list of PCBs; this
may be augmented with a single-entry cache of the last successful lookup. This approach scales
quite badly for a large number N of active connections, since the cache is useless and the linear
searches result in O(N2) behavior. McKenney and Dove describe the use of a hash-based PCB
table [10], which works a lot better. However, it may not be the optimal solution for an IIS
system, whose PCB table will contain mostly TIME_WAIT entries that should almost never be
the target of a successful lookup. Perhaps these should be stored in a separate structure, using a
space-efficient representation, and optimized for lookup ‘‘misses’’ rather than lookup ‘‘hits.’’
Similar issues affect the representation of the IP routing table. In current practice, an endhost’s routing table has an entry for each destination host, rather than an entry for each ‘‘destination network.’’ This is done because the topology of remote parts of the Internet is opaque to the
local host, and the routing table may contain path-specific information (such as maximum packet
size and round-trip time). 4.2BSD represented the routing table as a hash table with linearlysearched chains, but 4.3-Reno replaced this with a tree structure. This should provide reasonable
time-efficiency for both lookups and table maintenance, but may not be as space-efficient (because of the storage used for internal nodes).
It may pay to aggregate entries for hosts with identical first-hop routes and path characteristics, in order to save space, although implementing this could be tricky. And, since routing table
entries are ‘‘soft’’ state, it may pay to delete them as soon as a TCP connection enters the
TIME_WAIT state, rather than waiting for the PCB record to expire.

5.1. Scaling server performance
Most Internet information services are easily parallelized, since (by protocol design) the individual transactions are completely independent. Successful parallelization means avoiding any
unnecessary resource bottlenecks, such as network interfaces. Current practice in implementing
the Domain Name System [11] (DNS) helps solve this problem. When a single server name is
bound to several distinct hosts with equal preference values, DNS servers return the bindings in
random order; this causes DNS clients (which generally try the bindings in the order returned) to
spread their connections among the server hosts, and allows us to scale up capacity using independent replicated servers.
5
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Such DNS-based load balancing does not work perfectly, because once a DNS client has
retrieved a binding, it tends to use it for a long time. Also, not all DNS servers properly randomize the bindings they return. We observed that although we attempted to load-balance between three hosts for the California Election server, quite often one server ended up handling
most of the load. During the 1000 busiest individual seconds, at least half of the time one server
handled 45% or more of the requests. One server got stuck with 62% or more of the requests
during 100 of those seconds, and in several cases, one server handled 88% of the load.
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Figure 2: Short-term HTTP request rates broken down by server
Figure 2 shows how the DNS-based load balancing worked during one of the busier oneminute periods. Each mark reflects one second’s worth of HTTP requests for one of the three
servers; each mark shape is associated with a particular server. During any given second, one
server usually handles far more requests than its peers. No single server consistently ‘‘wins’’ or
‘‘loses’’ for more than a few seconds.
Instead of using independent replicated servers, one could add CPUs to a multiprocessor
(SMP) system. This should improve the load balancing between CPUs, could improve cache
behavior, and does eliminate some of the management problems associated with independent
replicated servers. SMP systems, however, may run into contention bottlenecks as transaction
rates increase, and cannot economically be scaled beyond a certain point.
One might expect at least two kinds of contention on a busy SMP IIS system. Several kernel
data structures, such as memory allocators, scheduling information, and protocol control blocks,
must be protected by locks, and could result in lock contention. It may be possible to avoid
some of this contention by pre-allocating fungible resources among the CPUs.
IIS server applications may also contend for access to local files, especially when disk access
is required. This could result in significant queueing delays at the disks. RAID technology
might not help, since many IIS transactions involve small files or small updates. Since files
6
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generally are not fungible, it may be necessary to balance disk load by moving hotspot files from
one disk to another. One can also use a log-structured file system to reduce the overhead for
logging information about each transaction.
Some IIS servers create lots of short-lived processes. Most operating system schedulers are
designed to handle relatively small numbers of long-lived processes. Can such a scheduler do a
good job of balancing many short-lived processes across multiple CPUs? And on both SMP and
uniprocessor systems, can the scheduler handle these processes without excessive overhead? We
will need further investigation to answer these questions.

6. Robustness and security
Organizations that run IIS systems want good performance, but more than that they require
reliable and secure operation. Fault-tolerance techniques and good engineering practice, including techniques to avoid congestive collapse, solve most of the reliability problem, but may still
leave a system vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks.
An IIS system intended to be open to all potential users runs the risk that some of these users,
either through malice or error, will monopolize its resources. For example, we accidentally discovered a denial-of-service attack to which possibly all 4.2BSD-derived systems are vulnerable,
and against which there is no perfect protection; we assume that other such attacks remain unrevealed. Generally, a server must use timeouts on all of its finite resources in order to protect
against clients that fail to release them. The operating system must allow the server application
to control all these timeouts, since only the server may know how to make the tradeoff between
insufficient security and premature connection failure.

7. Operating system desiderata
Our experience with building and running busy IIS systems shows us that some modest help
from the operating system could make life a lot easier. This help falls into three categories:
direct control over kernel timeouts and resource limits, a feedback path to allow server applications to optimize resource use, and mechanisms to allow on-line control and diagnosis of a congested system.

7.1. Direct control of timeouts and resources
Operating systems implementors frequently must make assumptions about how large to make
a table, or how soon to timeout an operation, in order to protect kernel resources from runaway
processes. They make these decisions with some understanding of what constitutes ‘‘reasonable’’ behavior, but sometimes this understanding is wrong. Or, a decision may have been right
at first, but over a few years system parameters change enough to make it obsolete. Inevitably,
someone will find a legitimate need to exceed one of these limits.
Given this dilemma, an operating system implementation should allow a system manager to
arbitrarily increase any quota, and increase or reduce any timeout within the limits set by
protocol specifications. Wherever possible, the system should allow such changes without
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rebooting. The system should also count the number of times that each quota or timeout is exceeded, and make these counts available to the system manager. And, of course, all these
parameters should be properly documented.
No system has unlimited resources, and a system manager who has the ability to change limits
also has the responsibility to live within the available means. The ‘‘cache kernel’’ model
adopted by the V++ system [4] may ease this problem, by virtualizing as many kernel resources
as possible. Even with this design it may be necessary to adjust the size of kernel resource
caches, to optimize the cache-miss costs for a specific application.

7.2. Resource introspection
When an IIS system is dedicated to a specific server application, that application may want to
closely manage the system’s resources. To do this, it may need to ‘‘introspect’’: to observe the
global dynamic system behavior that results from many local activities. The server may be
structured as a large number of independent processes, which must nevertheless coordinate their
resource use.
For example, the server may want to use excess disk bandwidth and buffer cache pages to
prefetch file data in anticipation of future requests [5]. But in order to do this without delaying
higher-priority file operations, the server needs a mechanism (other than reading /dev/kmem)
to discover the current disk queue length, and perhaps the buffer cache hit rate.
Similarly, a server could transmit unrequested ‘‘hint’’ information to a client, but should only
do so if the network path to the client has sufficient bandwidth. This might require a mechanism
allowing the server to inquire about network output queue lengths, round-trip times, or estimated
bandwidths (kept by some protocol implementations, such as ‘‘TCP Vegas’’ [3]).
A server might also control use of system resources, such as memory or CPU cycles, by limiting the number of active connections. This could be done either by rejecting some new connections, or prematurely terminating extant connections that have exceeded some quota. To manage
these resources, the server needs information about current usage: for example, short-term CPU
load average, network buffering commitments, PCB table size, and process descriptor count.
Experience with network congestion control algorithms [7] has shown that even with relatively poor information about resource exhaustion, simple control algorithms implemented locally can prevent global congestion. We should be able to transfer this result to cooperating
processes in an IIS system, but only if the system provides the necessary feedback.

7.3. Disaster management
Even the best-engineered IIS systems will occasionally suffer from congestive collapse; the
system may contain a bug, or be improperly configured, or the network may be failing, or the
system may be subject to a denial-of-service attack. We cannot prevent such episodes, so we
need to be able to diagnose and repair them. In many cases, we may not be able to do this
‘‘off-line’’; diagnosis may require real-world loads, from clients whose behavior we cannot control.
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This means that IIS systems must provide mechanisms that allow diagnosis and control even
during a disaster. For example, some fraction of both CPU and I/O resources should be reserved
for system management tasks. The system should provide means for obtaining snapshots of the
state of any or all processes, and especially for learning their individual resource usage. We may
need to know which resources are being overused, and which processes are doing the damage.
We may also need to discover what kinds of errors or exceptional conditions a given process has
encountered.
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